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Sharp Edge Fondant Covered Cakes 
Equipment: Pettinice icing to cover your cake, white fat e.g. Chefade, long non-stick rolling pin, 

cornflour in a shaker/duster, ruler or tape measure, knife and/or razor blade, cake tin smaller than your 

cake, small non-slip mat, flat Perspex board bigger than your cake (or a chopping board with baking 

paper taped to it), metal skewer (optional), fondant smoother, small thin plastic smoother with 

rounded corners (optional). 

1. Prepare cake: Start with a cake with straight sides and 

a sharp edge if possible – chocolate ganache is good 

for achieving a solid base for fondant. Rub the cake 

surface with white fat, especially the edge(s) and close 

to the base to ensure the icing will stick to it.  

2. Knead icing: Cover your hands with a thin layer of 

white fat then knead your icing until it doesn’t tear 

when stretched. You may need to add in more fat to get 

it to a good consistency. If the icing is very hard to 

begin with, unwrap it completely and microwave for 

10 seconds before kneading. Shape the icing into a 

smooth, flat disc shape with any folds on the underside.  

3. Roll out icing: When you are happy with your icing 

consistency, dust your work surface with cornflour and 

place the disc of icing onto it. Roll out the icing evenly, 

lifting and rotating it a quarter (90°) after every couple 

of rolls in one direction. Roll the icing to at least twice 

the height plus the diameter/width of your cake, in all directions, checking this with your tape 

measure. Icing should be no thicker than 5mm, preferably 3mm (1/8th inch). 

4. Place icing on cake: Roll the edge of the icing closest to you up and over the rolling pin, folding 

it back over itself approximately half way separated by the rolling pin. Lift the rolling pin with the 

icing still on it and lower it onto the middle of your cake with the icing covering the back half of 

the cake. Quickly and gently pull the rolling pin and front flap of icing towards you to cover the 

front half of the cake.  

5. Attach icing to cake: Working quickly, 

rub your hand in circular motions across 

the top of the cake to adhere the icing. 

Work towards and over the top edge(s) of 

the cake and adhere the icing to the top of 

the side(s) of the cake. Work down the 

side(s) of the cake with your dominant 

hand in downward motions while pulling 

the icing ‘skirt’ away from the cake to keep 

in unwrinkled. I work standing over the 

cake and working on the far side of the 

cake. Keep turning the cake as you go to 

make sure the icing in adhered all around 

the cake to around ¾ of the way down. Then use your knife to cut the excess icing leaving around 

1 inch spare length around the base of the cake.  
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6. Tidy bottom edge of icing: Lift the cake onto the upended small cake tin. Continue to smooth the 

icing onto the cake side(s) while pulling out the icing skirt until it is all attached. Wipe a little 

more white fat onto this part of the cake if you have trouble getting it to stick. Using a knife or 

razor blade, line up the blade with the cake board as a cutting guide, then trim the blade through 

the icing horizontally to leave a straight bottom edge.   

7. Turn cake up-side down: Dust the top of the cake evenly with cornflour. Place the Perspex 

board or chopping board face-down on top of the cake. Lift the cake up from the cake tin and 

slide the non-slip mat under the cake (this helps!). Take a deep breath and…turn the cake upside-

down onto the board!  

8. Check for air bubbles: If necessary, you can now locate any air bubbles under the fondant and 

remove them by pulling away the fondant, inserting a metal skewer until it reaches the bubble, 

then pushing the air up to the surface and reattaching the fondant. 
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9. Create sharp edge: Using your fondant smoother with the short flat end pointing down and 

placing your hand gently on the top of the cake (the cake board), make quick smoothing motions 

pushing gently into the cake and hard down onto the board. Do this several times (5-10) in one 

spot then move around the cake and repeat. You are trying to minimize the shadow space between 

the edge of the cake and the board. Continue doing this around the cake until you are happy with 

your edge .Occasionally smooth several times side to side and upwards to keep the fondant even 

and adhering to the edge near the cake board. A combination of up-down and side-to-side 

smoothing will help to remove any dents in cake surface. If the fondant begins to get dry or crack, 

rub a very small amount of white fat into the affected spot and smooth over it using these 

techniques. Note: if you don’t want to turn the cake upside-down, you can still get a sharp edge 

by placing your board on top of the cake and smoothing upwards into it. 

10. Smooth top of cake: Place your non-slip mat onto your cake board, take another deep breath and 

turn your cake right-side up. Carefully lift/wiggle the board off of the top of the cake. Using your 

fondant smoother or thin plastic smoother, smooth the top of your cake to work out any bumps or 

imperfections. Now, admire that sharp edge!!! 
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Round and Square Sharp Edge Fondant Cakes 

 

 


